
Buy EVGA GeForce GTX – Get Rad Rodgers: World One, FREE

- Thursday, December 1, 2016 � December 1st, 2016 – From a burgeoning Danish-based independent developer
Interceptor Entertainment comes Rad Rodgers, a game inspired by classic 90’s-era PC platforming, but powered
by Epic’s incredible Unreal Engine 4. For a limited time you can get Rad Rodgers: World One, FREE* with an
EVGA GeForce GTX 10 series graphics card! Brought to you by EVGA and legendary games label 3D Realms.

Learn more and see qualifying products at:
www.evga.com/articles/01071/rad-rodgers-world-one/

*Terms and conditions apply

About Rad Rodgers: World One:
Rad is a rambunctious but spirited young boy who maybe plays too many video games. After dozing off at the tail
end of a long night of gaming, Rad awakens to find his dusty old console has turned itself back on. Suddenly a
vortex emerges and he's sucked into his TV, where he finds himself the star in his very own video game adventure.

Dusty is Rad's good-hearted but foul-mouthed, now-sentient game console. His clock speed isn't what it used to be,
but what he lacks for in megahertz he makes up for with experience and attitude!

Rad & Dusty's adventure begins in World One, taking them through seven dangerous stages of action-packed,
humor-filled, hardcore platforming fun. This decaying jungle world has been infected by a fierce corruption, and it's
up to the unlikely buddy-duo Rad and Dusty to save the jungle's inhabitants and restore the Elder Tree as guardian
of the land.

About EVGA

EVGA is the #1 NVIDIA authorized partner in channel sales throughout North America. Based on the philosophy of
intelligent innovation, market knowledge, and the real time operation, EVGA continues to identify the need in the
market place and providing the solution to that need. By offering product differentiation, a 90 day Step-Up program,
and other customer focused programs, EVGA is a clear leader in all categories: etail, retail, distribution, and system
builders. With headquarters in Brea, CA, EVGA's global coverage includes EVGA GmbH in Munich, EVGA LATAM
in Miami, and EVGA Hong Kong. For further information online about EVGA, visit http://www.evga.com.
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